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Strictly Strings, Book 2, as with Book 1, is dedicated to building solid musicianship
through the joy of playing great music and ensembles. In both books, we strive
to make group string teaching an advantage—not a compromise.
Some of the features which made Book 1 a success are carried through to Book 2.
These include: a) clear and colorful presentation of drawings, graphics, and
definitions in an uncluttered format; b) a lesson sequence that carefully develops
all players’ technique equally with special attention given to low string problems;
c) a rich array of over 60 songs, duets, and ensemble arrangements from
international folk literature, classical and symphonic themes, as well as several
original compositions; d) skills and concepts presented in a musical context; e)
musical terms and theory exercises and; f) recorded accompaniments for all
exercises and pieces for both practice and performance.
New features of Book 2 include: a) built-in review of Book 1 (for the first ten
pages) but with interesting new pieces and exercises; b) quick-reference
fingerboard diagrams showing scales, key signatures, and notes in higher
positions; c) two-octave major and minor scales and one-octave chromatic scale;
d) shifting, harmonics, and forward extensions; e) optional advanced fingerings
and bowings; f) portato, martelé, and tremolo bow strokes; g) extended
ensembles to develop greater endurance; h) triplet, 16th, dotted 8th-16th, and
syncopated rhythm patterns; i) alla breve, 6/8, and mixed meters; and j) tips on
teaching vibrato for each instrument in a heterogeneous setting.
Upon completing this book we believe your students will have all the technical
skills needed to play solo and ensemble music ranging through at least grade
three difficulty. Your students will naturally develop a mature awareness of
musical style and expression through playing a variety of high quality repertoire.
We are confident that your students, upon completing Book 2, will be motivated
to continue developing into fine string players and orchestral musicians. We
sincerely hope the joys of playing great music will become a positive “addiction”
which will sustain them into their adult lives.
Yours truly,
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Welcome to Book 2 of Strictly Strings!
Completing Book 1 means that you are well on your way to
becoming a fine string player. We know that you will continue to
progress and grow as a young musician in Book 2.
Strictly Strings Book 2 is full of wonderful music that you are going
to love to play. We are sure that you already enjoy making music
with friends, so we have included many duets and ensembles for
you to play together.
You will notice that as you learn more skills in Book 2 that the
music becomes even more fun and exciting.
We wish you continued success and lots of fun in the musical
adventures found in Book 2 and beyond!

Jacquelyn Dillon
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